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installation of street lighting on the following lanes of the Moscow Medical Tauride Gastello and
Gagarin. It is worth noting that some of the side streets where lit street lighting, local residents do not
remember when was the last time the lights were burning. But they say that about 25 years...Golaya
Pristan urban infotainment Internet портал19.03.2017 2125 200 thousand rubles. On appeal the
village chief for help to the higher budgets of response has not yet been received. With high
probability, the street lighting will not be included in the settlements of the settlement until the
autumn. - No money - commented Nikolai Nikitin. There is hope...Your новости18.03.2017 1653
Ordering will perform 2 lamps intended for street lighting. Information Agency of the Republic of
Tatarstan Tatar-информ17.03.1427 2017 the initiative of the Deputy of the city administration was
carried out repair of roads and landscaping including intra-and private sector built the sidewalks
equipped street lighting, a children's and sports grounds.News of the Irkutsk region and the Baikal
region from the Agency Телеинформ17.03.2017 0938 in the order of 853 km of roadway to establish
the eight and replace four traﬃc light mount new pedestrian fencing and road signs, additional street
lighting, etc. More than 4 billion rubles from the regional budget will be allocated for repair and
patching including capital and...NIA - Кузбасс17.03.2017 0821 The area also needs street lighting.
Visited this place before and ready to re-explore the territory together with the residents.SHARES
16.03.2017 1911 The network transferred to the balance of the city. Kazan KZN. City hall
Казани16.03.2017 1946 Everything was done within the framework of the maintenance of the
houses. News Обнинска16.03.2017 1758 The lights are not burning for several weeks. The Business
Information centre of the Pskov region the CDS OF 16.03.2017 1527 Work will begin in the ﬁrst half of
April and will continue until Dec. Virtual Kamensk-Уральский16.03.2017 0803 Resort realty continues
to prepare for the summer season. GOLA Prystan city infotainment Internet портал15.03.2017 1752
The causes of the deadly crash was investigated by the correspondent NGS. NGS.NEWS of Novosibirsk
15.03.2017 1106 For each incident of damage to transmission towers, the police carried out a
complex operational activities. Energyland.info Information Agency and forum of professionals
ТЭК15.03.2017 0616 the sphere of education, culture and sport. Also, the money from the city
Treasury was allocated to the housing sector including road operations street lighting maintenance of
municipal housing stock. The main tax revenues in the city budget as always has provided CJSC zeto
JSC velikolukskiy
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